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 From Paper to Glass: Firing thin folded forms with Nisha Bansil

date            1 – 5 July 2020 

Instructor    Nisha Bansil (USA)

time            10 am  - 6 pm ( day 4 th free ) 

Place           Silvia Levenson's studio. Lesa (Lago Maggiore). Italy

cost             euro 1.100 . The cost includes all the materials, firings and  4 light lunchs

In this class we will cover all of the skills that you will need to create complex cast glass 
objects. Folding tessellated patterns out of paper can be a challenge, but working as a group 
we will each create 5-7 samples of various folds, starting with Muira Ori and working our way 
toward diamond folding and pleating. Miura Ori is a versatile fold created by Japanese 
Astrophysicist Koryo Miura which has been used to fold everything from maps to deployable 
solar panels. We will then discuss moldmaking and firing schedules in depth. The techniques we
will be using are inspired by the Higuchi’s pate de verre process, and we will learn how firing 
affects the outcome of our finished pieces. We will also learn basic enameling techniques so 
that we can experiment with slumping images into our plaster molds. No glass experience 
necessary, experienced folders are welcome! 

If you need more informations, write to : silvialevensonlab@gmail.com

Apply on line : https://silvialevenson.com/workshops/
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I am delighted to welcome Nisha Bansil as visiting instructor
in my studio. She  lives in Upstate New York and finds
inspiration in the environment’s progress of time. She
deconstructs and reassembles the evidence she finds to
uncover what lies beneath the structure and strives to meld
natural phenomena with geometric form. Nisha graduated
from the State University of New York at New Paltz with a
BFA in printmaking in 2001. Since then, she has teaching in
Bullseye Glass and has been artist in residence in Corning 
Studio and Bullseye Glass Portland (OR).

https://www.instagram.com/nishabansil/
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